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Abstract—Defect prediction on new projects or projects with limited historical data is an interesting problem in software engineering. This is largely because it is difficult to collect defect information to label a dataset for training a prediction model. Cross-project defect prediction (CPDP) has tried to address this problem by reusing prediction models built by other projects that have enough historical data. However, CPDP does not always build a strong prediction model because of the different distributions among datasets. Approaches for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets have also tried to address the problem by adopting unsupervised learning but it has one major limitation, the necessity for manual effort.

In this study, we propose novel approaches, CLA and CLAMI, that show the potential for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets in an automated manner without need for manual effort. The key idea of the CLA and CLAMI approaches is to label an unlabeled dataset by using the magnitude of metric values. In our empirical study on seven open-source projects, the CLAMI approach led to the promising prediction performances, 0.636 and 0.723 in average f-measure and AUC, that are comparable to those of defect prediction based on supervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Defect prediction plays an important role in software quality [1]. Defect prediction techniques provide a list of defect-prone source code so that quality assurance (QA) teams can focus on the most defective parts of their products in advance. In this way, QA teams can effectively allocate limited resources on which to review and test their software products before releasing them. In industry, defect prediction techniques have been actively adopted for software quality assurance [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

Researchers have proposed and facilitated various defect prediction algorithms and metrics [1], [4], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. Most defect prediction models are based on supervised learning for classification (e.g., predicting defect-proneness of a source code file) or regression (e.g., predicting the number of defects in a source code file) [1], [17], [18], [19]. Rather than using a machine learning technique, Kim et al. proposed BugCache, which manages defect-prone entities in source code by adapting the cache concept used in operating system [12]. Metrics for defect prediction can be divided into code and process metrics [20]. Code metrics represent how the source code is complex while process metrics represent how the development process is complex [1], [20].

In particular, studies on defect prediction metrics have been actively conducted as the use of software archives such as version control systems and issue trackers has become popular [20]. Most metrics proposed over the last decade such as change/code metric churn, change/code entropy, popularity, and developer interaction have been collected from various software archives [7], [9], [10], [11], [13], [16], [17].

However, typical defect prediction techniques based on supervised learning are designed for a single software project and are difficult to apply to new projects or projects that have limited historical data in software archives. Defect prediction models based on supervised learning can be constructed by using a dataset with actual defect information, that is, a labeled dataset. Defect information usually accumulates in the software archives, thus new projects or projects with a short development history do not have enough defect information. This is a major limitation of the typical defect prediction techniques based on supervised learning.

To address this limitation, researchers have proposed various approaches to enable defect prediction on projects with limited historical data. Cross-project defect prediction that builds a prediction model using data from other projects has been studied by many researchers [19], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Defect prediction techniques on unlabeled datasets were proposed as well [28], [29]. Recently, an approach to build a universal defect prediction model by using multiple project datasets was introduced [30].

However, there is still an issue of different distributions among datasets in existing approaches for cross-project defect prediction (CPDP) and universal defect prediction (UDP). In CPDP and UDP, the major task is to make the different distributions of datasets similar since prediction models work well when the datasets for training and testing a model have the same distributions [31], [32]. However, the approaches based on making the different distributions similar between training and test datasets may not always be effective [22], [23].

Compared to CPDP and UDP, the existing approaches for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets are relatively less affected by the issue of different distributions among datasets but will always require manual effort by human experts [28], [29]. Zhong et al. proposed the expert-based defect prediction on unlabeled datasets where a human expert would label clusters from an unlabeled dataset after clustering [29]. Catal et al. proposed the threshold-based approach where labeling datasets is conducted based on a certain threshold value of a metric [28]. A proper metric threshold for the threshold-based approach is decided by the intervention of human experts [28]. Since these approaches on unlabeled datasets were proposed as well [28], [29]. However, these approaches require manual effort by human experts [28], [29].

The goal of this study is to propose novel approaches, CLA and CLAMI, which can conduct defect prediction on
unlabeled datasets in an automated manner. The key idea of the CLA/CLAMI approaches is to label an unlabeled dataset by using the magnitude of metric values.

In our empirical study, the CLA/CLAMI approach led to promising prediction performances of 0.636 (average f-measure) and 0.723 (average AUC), while the typical defect prediction model based on supervised learning showed 0.585 and 0.694 in average f-measure and AUC respectively. In addition, the CLA/CLAMI approaches outperformed or were comparable to the existing approaches for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets with statistical significance. These promising results show that our CLA/CLAMI approaches have the potential for defect prediction on projects that have limited historical data.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

- Proposing novel approaches, CLA and CLAMI, for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets in an automated manner.
- An empirical study to evaluate the CLA/CLAMI approaches against existing defect prediction approaches.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Typical Defect Prediction Process

Fig. 1 shows the typical defect prediction process for a single software project based on supervised machine learning (classification). Since this whole process is conducted ‘within’ the single software project, it is called within-project defect prediction (WPDP).

In this process, we first collect various data such as development artifacts and historical information from software archives such as the version control system and the issue tracker of the software project. Using the data from software archives, we can measure the complexity of the software project and its development process. The complexity measurement can be conducted at different granularities such as the function (method), file (class), or subsystem (package) levels. In addition, we can collect defect information for the software project from the issue tracker and commit messages in the version control system.

With the collected data, we can generate instances that consist of metrics (features in a machine learning sense) and labels. In Fig. 1, an entity with numeric values and labels, ‘B’ and ‘C’, is called an instance. Each instance represents a function, a file, or a subsystem according to their granularity. Metrics measure the complexity of the software or its development process and each metric has a numeric value in the instance. There are various kinds of metrics such as lines of code, the number of functions, and the number of authors touching a source code file [1], [16]. The instance is also labeled as either buggy (B) or clean (C) by using the collected defect information as in Fig. 1.

With the set of labeled instances, we can apply some preprocessing techniques used in machine learning. The representative preprocessing techniques are normalization and feature selection and are widely used in defect prediction studies [1], [22], [23], [33]. However, preprocessing may not be necessary depending on the defect prediction models [10], [13], [22].

We can then generate a dataset of training instances to build a prediction model. Since the prediction model is built by using supervised learning, we can use various machine learners to build a classification model such as Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and Random Forest [10], [13], [22], [34], [35], [36].

Using the prediction model built by the dataset of training instances, we can predict new instances as buggy or clean. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the new instance marked with ‘?’ is classified as buggy by the prediction model.

This typical defect prediction for a single project, WPDP, has a major limitation. For any new projects or projects with limited historical data, it is difficult to build defect prediction models since we cannot generate the labeled dataset for training a model without defect information [18], [22]. In Section II-B, we list related studies addressing this limitation.

B. Defect Prediction on Projects with Limited Historical Data

Researchers have tried to address the issue on new projects or projects with limited historical data to build defect prediction models by proposing techniques for cross-project defect prediction [21], [22], [23], [24], [26], [30], [37] and defect prediction on unlabeled datasets [28], [29].

1) Cross-Project Defect Prediction (CPDP): Fig. 2 shows the typical CPDP process. In Fig. 2, the small shaded circles in Source project represent labeled instances and the small rectangles in Target project represent unlabeled instances. We first build a prediction model using the source project with labeled instances. Then, using the model, we can predict...
whether an instance in the target project is defect-prone or not.

However, CPDP has a challenging issue that prediction performance was not practical [18]. Zimmermann et al. conducted 622 cross predictions but only 21 predictions were successful in their experimental setting [18]. Watanabe et al. proposed the metric compensation approach to improve CPDP models. The approach by Watanabe et al. makes a target project similar to a source project by normalizing metric values using the average metric values [24]. The metric compensation improved the CPDP models, but the prediction performance of CPDP with the metric compensation is worse than that of WPDP [24]. Turhan et al. proposed the nearest neighbour (NN) filter for CPDP [23]. The NN filter selects the 10 nearest source instances for each target instance [23]. In other words, when building a prediction model, the NN filter approach uses the most similar source instances to the target instances [23]. However, its prediction performance is still worse than that of WPDP [23].

To resolve the CPDP issue, Ma et al. and Nam et al. facilitated transfer learning techniques from the machine learning community [21], [22]. Ma et al. proposed Transfer Naive Bayes (TNB) which provides more weight to the source instances that are similar to target instances when building a Naive Bayes model [21]. The TNB led to better prediction performance than the approach based on the NN filter [21]. Nam et al. adopted transfer component analysis (TCA) which is a state-of-the-art transfer learning technique and proposed TCA+ for CPDP [22]. In the empirical study of Nam et al., the performance of CPDP was comparable to that of WPDP [22].

Recently, CPDP models have been evaluated with a view to its cost-effectiveness [25], [26], [27]. Rahman et al. confirmed that CPDP models can outperform WPDP models in terms of cost-effectiveness. Canfora et al. proposed multi-objective approach for CPDP [26]. Multi-objective models built using a genetic algorithm help software engineers choose prediction models having different objectives such as high recall or low cost [26]. In their empirical study, multi-objective models achieved better prediction results than a WPDP model in terms of cost-effectiveness [26]. Panicella et al. proposed a combined defect predictor (CODEP) for CPDP [27]. CODEP combines defect prediction results from different machine learning models and led to better prediction performance than a single prediction model in AUC and cost-effectiveness [27].

Zhang et al. addressed the CPDP issue by proposing the universal defect prediction model [30]. Since the individual project may have its specific defect characteristic, the universal model may not work for all projects [30]. To resolve this limitation, Zhang et al. proposed context-aware rank transformations that change metric values ranging from 1 to 10 across all projects [30]. In this way, the universal model could be built using 1,398 projects from SourceForge and Google code. In their experimental setting it showed a comparable prediction performance to WPDP [30].

The related studies about CPDP actually addressed the same issue we address in this study, that is, defect prediction on unlabeled dataset. However, in contrast to our CLA/CLAMI approaches, the CPDP approaches always require abundant source project datasets and the prediction model can be constructed when both source and target projects have the same metric set.

Most studies for CPDP try to make the different distributions of source and target datasets similar by using techniques such as transforming metric values [24], [30], selecting similar instances [23], and using transfer learning [21], [22]. However, those techniques cannot always effectively make different distributions similar when compared to the case where the same project dataset is used. Therefore, they can still suffer from the dataset shift problem [31]. Recently, this problem has also been observed even in different releases of the same project [38].

CLA and CLAMI do not need any techniques to make different distributions of datasets similar since we just use the same project dataset where we want to predict defects. In other words, the CLA/CLAMI approaches do not need to consider any source projects and the limitation of different metric sets in project datasets to build a prediction model.

2) Defect Prediction on Unlabeled Datasets: There are a couple of studies for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets [28], [29].

Zhong et al. proposed the expert-based approach [29]. The expert-based approach first clusters unlabeled instances using a clustering algorithm such as K-means, then asks a human-expert whether a cluster is defect-prone or not, after providing average metric values of the cluster, that is, centroid [29]. Using the expert-based approach, Zhong et al. achieved a 12.08% false positive rate and a 31.13% false negative rate in the best cases.

The expert-based approach always requires human experts to decide whether a cluster is defect-prone or not. Thus, this approach cannot fully automate defect prediction on unlabeled datasets. However, our approaches, CLA and CLAMI, need no human experts and can automate the defect prediction process on unlabeled datasets.

Catal et al. proposed a one-stage threshold based approach [28]. After initially proposing a two-stage approach based on both clustering and threshold [28], they concluded that the one-stage threshold based approach is easier than the two-stage approach and still effective enough [28]. The threshold-based approach predicts an instance as buggy when any metric value is greater than the given metric threshold values [28]. The threshold values were decided based on ‘experience and hints from the literature’, past defect-prone modules, and analysis of past versions of a project [28]. The one-stage threshold-based approach achieved a 32.14% false positive rate and a 20% false negative rate [28].

The threshold-based approach needs to decide metric threshold values in advance. In other words, additional effort is required for metric threshold values. However, CLA and CLAMI do not need additional effort and can build a prediction model using only unlabeled datasets.

III. Approach

Fig. 3 shows the overall process of our CLA and CLAMI approaches for defect prediction on an unlabeled dataset. The key idea of our approaches is to label unlabeled instances by using the magnitude of metric values.
The first two steps for CLA and CLAMI are (1) Clustering instances and (2) Labeling instances in clusters. With these two steps, we can label/predict all instances in the unlabeled dataset. CLA consists of only these two steps. Based on the two steps, we name our first approach CLA.

CLAMI has two additional steps to generate a training dataset, (3) Metric selection, and (4) Instance selection. Based on all four steps, we name our second approach CLAMI. In the machine learning community, metric (feature) selection and instance selection have been widely used to improve prediction models by removing noisy metrics and instances [39]. In addition, metric selection and instance selection have also been applied to improving various prediction models in the software engineering community [33], [40], [41], [42], [43].

For CLAMI, (5) we also select metrics from the unlabeled dataset to generate a test dataset with the same set of metrics as in the training dataset generated by CLAMI since both training and test datasets should have the same metric set. The test dataset includes all the instances from the original unlabeled dataset but with only selected metrics. When the training and test datasets are ready for CLAMI, we can build a prediction model using various machine learning classifiers and conduct defect prediction for the unlabeled test dataset.

The following subsection describes the four steps in detail.

### A. Steps for CLA and/or CLAMI

1) Clustering Instances: Fig. 4 shows how to cluster instances in a dataset. In Fig. 4, \( X_1 \sim X_7 \) represent metrics of the unlabeled dataset, while Inst. \( A \sim G \) represent instances of the dataset. We first identify higher metric values that are greater than a specific cutoff threshold. In the example of Fig. 4, we use a median value for each metric as the threshold to decide higher metric values.\(^1\) For example, the median of the metric, \( X_1 \), is 1 from \( \{0,1,1,1,2,3\} \). Then we can identify the higher metric values of \( X_1 \), i.e., \( \{2,3\} \). In the same way, we compute the higher metric values for other metrics as well. In Fig. 4, the higher metric values that are greater than a corresponding median value are in bold font. After identifying the higher metric values, we can count the number of the higher metric values in each instance. For example, in the instance \( A \), the number \( K \) of the higher metric values is three (3 in \( X_1 \), 3 in \( X_3 \), and 9 in \( X_7 \)). After computing \( K \) values of all instances, we can group instances that have the same \( K \) value. As shown in Fig. 4, we can form four clusters with \( K=4,3,2, \) and 0.

2) Labeling: By considering \( K \) values, we divide clusters into two groups, a top half and a bottom half, and label the instances in the top half of the clusters as buggy and the others as clean. In Fig. 4, the instances \( A, C, \) and \( E \) in the clusters, \( K=4 \) and \( K=3 \), are labeled as buggy and other instances are labeled as clean.

The intuition of this labeling process is based on the defect-proneness tendency of typical defect prediction datasets, that is, higher complexity causes more defect-proneness [1], [10], [20]. In other words, since typical defect prediction metrics measure the complexity of the source code and development process, there is a tendency that buggy instances have higher metric values than clean instances [1], [7], [9], [10], [11], [16], [17], [20], [44].

In this sense, we label instances in the top half of the clusters as buggy since the number of the higher metric values in the instances of the top half of the clusters is more than that of the bottom half of the clusters.

3) Metric Selection: After labeling the instances in the top and bottom clusters, we conduct metric selection based on the metric violation scores (MVS) for CLAMI. Since the quality of defect prediction models is highly dependent on the quality of the metrics, metric selection to choose the most informative metrics for prediction models has been widely adopted in defect prediction [33], [40], [41]. Metric selection in CLAMI is based on removing metrics that can minimize violations in the defect-proneness tendency of defect datasets [1], [10], [20]. Not all metrics follow the defect-proneness tendency so that metric selection of CLAMI can be helpful to build a better prediction model.

A violation is a metric value that does not follow the defect-proneness tendency. The metric value (1) in \( X_1 \) of the instance \( E \) labeled as buggy is not greater than the median (1) so this case is counted as a violation. The metric value (4) of \( X_2 \) in the instance \( F \) labeled as clean is greater than its median value (1) so this case is also considered to be a violation. By counting all these violations, we can define the metric violation score

\(^1\)In Section VI, we apply various cutoff thresholds to decide higher metric values and compare prediction performances on the various thresholds.
The reason we propose CLAMI models that are built by a machine learner is to get advantage from metric and instance selection. CLA can label all instances. However, CLA may have violated metrics and instances that do not follow the defect-proneness tendency of typical defect prediction metrics. In this reason, CLA may label instances incorrectly. To minimize the instances that might be incorrectly labeled, we apply metric and instance selection by removing the violations. Then, we predict defects of the unlabeled instances by using the machine learner built using a training set that consists of most representative metrics and instances selected by CLAMI.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Research Questions

To evaluate the CLA/CLAMI approaches, we set the following research questions.

- RQ1: Are the prediction performances of CLA/CLAMI comparable to those of typical defect prediction based on supervised learning for a single software project?
- RQ2: Are the prediction performances of CLA/CLAMI comparable to those of existing approaches for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets?

In RQ1, we first compare CLA/CLAMI to the typical defect prediction using labeled data, that is, supervised learning. If CLA/CLAMI shows comparable prediction results to the typical defect prediction, then in practice it can be used for projects without labeled data.

We also compare CLA/CLAMI to the existing defect prediction approaches on unlabeled datasets. In RQ2, CLA/CLAMI is compared with two baselines, that is, threshold-based and expert-based approaches [28], [29].

B. Benchmark Datasets

Table I lists seven datasets from two groups, NetGene [44] and ReLink [48], used in our empirical study. The prediction performances of defect prediction models are significantly affected by noisy defect data [43]. The noisy defect data are usually caused when the defects are collected by automatic tools for mining software archives [48], [43]. For this reason, we choose these seven datasets as our experimental subjects since the defect data in the datasets are manually verified or linked to code changes [44], [48].

Herzig et al. [44] used the combined metrics of Network [19] and Genealogy in their empirical study. We call this dataset group NetGene, after several letters of two names.
The NetGene datasets from the study by Herzig et al. [44] were generated by using more than 7,400 issue reports manually classified. Herzig et al. discussed the problem of misclassified issue reports [49]. Since the misclassified issue reports provide wrong labels to defect datasets, it is critical for defect prediction models [49]. Thus, for our empirical study, we used all the NetGene datasets used in the study by Herzig et al. [44].

The NetGene datasets include network and change genealogy metrics [44]. Herzig et al. proposed metrics based on change genealogies and validated the metrics with existing metrics such as complexity metrics and network metrics [44]. In their empirical study, the combined metrics using network and change genealogy metrics led to the best prediction performance in their empirical study [44].

We also used the golden datasets of ReLink as experimental subjects [48]. Bird et al. discussed the problem about missing links between issue reports and change logs that impact on defect prediction performance [50]. Wu et al. addressed the missing link problem by ReLink and used golden datasets based on manually inspecting links in their empirical study [48]. Each ReLink dataset consists of 26 code complexity metrics extracted by the Understand tool [48], [51].

C. Experimental Design with Baselines

To evaluate CLA/CLAMI, we set three baselines: supervised learning, threshold-based, and expert-based approach.

1) Baseline1: We use supervised learning models trained by labeled data as a baseline to validate RQ1 since the typical defect prediction model for a single software project is based on supervised learning [1], [10], [13], [19], [20], [34], [35], [37]. Fig. 7 shows how to build a supervised learning model as well as a CLA/CLAMI model for a dataset. We compare the prediction performance of a typical defect prediction model based on the supervised learning model (Baseline1) and our CLA/CLAMI model. In supervised learning, we need labeled data, thus to build a supervised learning model, we divided the datasets into two splits as in Fig. 7. In the first prediction round, we build a prediction model using the first split as a training set and test the model on the second split as a test set. Then, for the second round, the first split is used as a test set and the second split is used as a training set. As shown in Fig. 7, the supervised learning model is built using the training set (50%) with labeled instances (small shaded circles) and predicts defects on the test set (50%) with unlabeled instances (small unshaded circles). Since our approaches, CLA and CLAMI, are for an unlabeled dataset, we build CLA/CLAMI models using only the test set with unlabeled instances as in Fig. 7. From both the supervised learning model and the CLA/CLAMI model, we can measure the prediction performance and evaluate whether the prediction performance of our CLA/CLAMI model is comparable to that of the supervised learning model or not (RQ1). Since there is randomness to split a dataset into training and test sets, we repeat the first and second rounds (i.e. two-fold cross validation) 500 times to conduct 1000 predictions and report the averaged results [22], [52].

As a machine learning classifier for both the supervised learning model and CLAMI, we use Logistic regression that has been widely used and shown good prediction performance in defect prediction studies [18], [22], [36], [53], [54], [55]. In addition, we use other classifiers such as Bayesian network, J48 decision tree, Logistic model tree, Naive Bayesian, Random forest, and Support vector machine [10], [13], [22], [34], [35], [56]. We discuss prediction performances on various classifiers in Section VI.

2) Baseline2 and Baseline3: Fig. 7 also shows how to predict defects in an unlabeled dataset using existing approaches based on threshold (Baseline2) and expert (Baseline3) and the CLA/CLAMI models. Since the two baseline approaches and the CLA/CLAMI models are for the unlabeled dataset, each prediction is conducted on the same test set with unlabeled instances.

The threshold-based approach predicts a source code file as buggy when any metric value of the file is greater than the designated values of a threshold vector [28]. Catal et al. set the threshold vector for metrics including lines of code, cyclomatic complexity, unique operator, unique operand, total operator, and total operand as (65, 10, 25, 40, 125, 70) in their study. With this threshold vector, if the cyclomatic complexity of a source code file is greater than the threshold value of 10, the file is predicted to be buggy. Catal et al. actually proposed threshold-based and clustering-based approaches together but opted to use the threshold-based approach since it is easier and more effective than the clustering-based approach [28]. Thus, we use the threshold-based approach as one of baselines from existing approaches for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets.

We generate threshold vectors for each dataset in Table I by using the tuning machine technique as did Catal et al. [28], [57]. Catal et al. used three techniques to determine a threshold vector such as ‘experience and hints from the literature’, ‘tuning machine’, and ‘analysis of multiple versions’ as proposed by Marinescu [28], [57]. However, we only apply the tuning machine technique that decides a threshold value maximizing the number of correctly predicted instances by considering past defects [28], [57] since ‘experience and hints from the literature’ and ‘analysis of multiple versions’ are not available for our subject datasets. Past defects on each subject dataset are not available either, therefore we compute threshold values maximizing the number of correctly predicted instances in the
same test dataset for this experiment. This means the threshold values computed by the tuning machine should work better on our subject datasets than those computed with the past defect although we only use the tuning machine.

As the second baseline, we use the expert-based approach proposed by Zhong et al. [29]. The expert-based approach is based on clustering and human experts. In other words, this approach first clusters instances in a dataset by using clustering algorithms such as K-means and then human experts decide whether a cluster is buggy or clean [29]. This approach requires human experts therefore it is impossible to automate the whole process. For our empirical study, we cluster instances using the K-means clustering algorithm and then decide upon the label of each cluster as human experts know the actual label of the cluster [29]; if the number of buggy instances in the cluster is greater than that of clean instances, we label the cluster as buggy, otherwise as clean. For the number of clusters, we used 20 as Zhong et al. suggest [29].

## D. Measures

To measure the prediction performance of baselines and CLA/CLAMI, we use precision, recall, f-measure and/or the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).

F-measure is a widely used prediction measure in defect prediction studies since it represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall [13], [20], [37], [44], [58]. Precision represents the rate of correctly predicted buggy instances among all instances predicted as buggy. Recall measures the rate of correctly predicted buggy instances among all actual buggy instances.

AUC is known to be useful for comparing different prediction models [25], [34], [35], [59]. AUC is plotted using true positive rate (recall) and false positive rate by changing different prediction thresholds [25]. Thus, AUC is a proper measure for comparing the overall prediction performances of different models. Since f-measure is highly affected by class imbalance and prediction threshold, it can make it difficult to fairly compare prediction models [25]. For this reason, AUC is also widely used in the defect prediction literature [25], [34], [35], [59]. The AUC of 0.7 is considered as promising prediction performance [34], [59].

When comparing CLA/CLAMI models to baselines, we report precision, recall, and f-measure. When comparing a supervised learning model and a CLAMI model, we additionally report AUC. Both the supervised learning model and the CLAMI model are based on statistical models so that AUC can be computed by prediction threshold values. For f-measure, we use 0.5 as a prediction threshold as have most defect prediction studies reporting f-measure [13], [20], [44].

For statistical tests, we conduct the Friedman test (p < 0.05) with the Nemenyi test as a post-hoc test when comparing multiple models [60] over the seven benchmark datasets. After the Friedman test with the Nemenyi test, we report the visual representation of our results following Demšar guidelines [60]. Demšar also suggested using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test when comparing two models [60]. Thus, to compare the supervised learning model and the CLAMI model in AUC, we conduct the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < 0.05). In addition, when comparing two models (a baseline vs CLA/CLAMI) for each dataset, we conduct the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < 0.05) to test if the performances from 1000 predictions between the baseline and the CLA/CLAMI models are different with statistical significance.

Table II shows the prediction performances between baselines and the CLA/CLAMI in various measures such as precision, recall, f-measure, and AUC. For supervised learning and CLAMI, we use Logistic regression as a classifier. As a threshold to decide higher metric values in CLA/CLAMI, we use a median value of each metric. For precision, recall, or f-measure, we conduct the Friedman test and report the average ranks for the five approaches such as supervised learning (SL), the threshold-based approach (THD), the expert-based approach (EXP), CLA, and CLAMI as in the last row of Table II [60]. The Friedman test ranks the five approaches in each dataset [60]. For example, in terms of precision, the ranks of the five approaches in Apache are 4 (SL), 5 (THD), 1 (EXP), 2 (CLA), and 3 (CLAMI); the approach with the best precision is ranked in ‘1’. After computing the ranks for the seven datasets, we can compute the average rank for each approach. The Friedman test compares whether the average ranks are statistically significant or not [60].

Table II, for each dataset, if the results of CLA/CLAMI are better than those of SL, THD, and EXP with statistical significance (the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.05), the results of CLA/CLAMI are in bold font, in gray, and asterisked
Fig. 8: Comparison of average ranks of baselines and CLA/CLAMI in f-measure. Approaches that are not significantly different (the Nemenyi test, at p = 0.05) are connected.

(*) respectively. The better results between CLA and CLAMI with statistical significance are underlined. In terms of AUC, the CLAMI results that better SL with statistical significance (the Wilcoxon signed-rank test) are in bold font.

CLA and CLAMI outperform SL and THD in most datasets in terms of f-measure with statistical significance. CLA and CLAMI outperform SL in 6 and 5 datasets respectively and outperform THD in all datasets. In AUC, CLAMI outperforms SL in most datasets except Lucene with statistical significance.

Fig. 8 visualises the results of post-hoc tests by the Nemenyi test after the Friedman test in terms of f-measure [60]. The Friedman test (p<0.05) computes the p-value as 0.004 for f-measure results in Table II. This represents that there are statistical difference between the average ranks of five approaches in f-measure. Then, we conduct the Nemenyi test as a post-hoc test for each pair of the approaches. The top line in Fig. 8 represents the axis where average ranks of five approaches are plotted. Approaches that are not statistically significant are connected. In Fig. 8, there are two groups, (THD, SL) and (SL, CLAMI, CLA, EXP) based on the connected approaches. The lower average rank (the right side in the axis) represents the better prediction performance.

From Fig. 8, we could observe CLA, CLAMI, and EXP outperform THD. CLA, CLAMI, and EXP seem to have an equivalent performance as they are in the same group. SL is on the border between two groups so that it is difficult to conclude whether SL performs the same as other approaches because of insufficient resulting data.

In terms of AUC, CLAMI shows comparable results to SL after conducting the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05) between SL and CLAMI for all seven datasets [60]. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test compares the sums of the positive and negative ranks between SL and CLAMI in Table II and the computed p-value is 0.297. Thus, the difference of the rank sums between SL and CLAMI is not statistically significant.

Table II also shows the comparison results between baselines and CLA/CLAMI in recall. Approaches that are not significantly different (the Nemenyi test, at p = 0.05) are connected.

CLA and CLAMI outperform SL in most datasets except Lucene with statistical significance. Compared to SL and EXP, CLA and CLAMI do not show critical difference as they are grouped together.

The prediction performances between CLA and CLAMI do not show a significant difference as shown in Fig. 8, 9, and 10. The difference in average ranks between CLA and CLAMI is marginal, e.g., 2.143 vs 2.000 in recall. The average rank (3.714) of CLAMI in precision is slightly better than that (3.857) of CLA but its difference is marginal as well. Since CLA does not require any machine learning classifier, CLA is a simpler approach compared to CLAMI. Thus, we suggest to use CLA. However, in some datasets such as Rhino and Zxing, CLAMI outperforms CLA in precision, recall, and f-measure as in Table II. In this sense, it would be interesting to investigate when CLAMI works better than CLA. We remain this as future work.

Overall, CLA and CLAMI show comparable results to SL (RQ1) and EXP (RQ2) and outperform THD (RQ2) in recall, f-measure, and/or AUC. However, in terms of precision, CLA and CLAMI show the worst ranks although they are not statistically significant against SL and THD. In terms of recall, CLA and CLAMI show the best ranks compared to other approaches although there are no statistical significances against SL and EXP. Menzies et al. already discussed that prediction models with low precision and high recall are useful in many industrial situations [61]. In this sense, CLA and CLAMI that only use a little knowledge about the defect-proneness tendency of metric values show the potential for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets. Note that CLA and CLAMI do not need initially labeled instances and manual
effort but achieve comparable prediction performances to most baselines in terms of recall, f-measure, and AUC.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Performance on Various Classifiers

We evaluate whether CLAMI models work with other machine learning classifiers. To build CLAMI models, we use Bayesian Network (BN), J48 decision tree (J48), Logistic model tree (LMT), Logistic regression (LR), Naive Bayesian (NB), Random forest (RF), and Support vector machine (SVM) which are widely used in defect prediction [10], [13], [22], [34], [35], [56]. Since we compare multiple classifiers, we conduct the Friedman test with the Nemenyi test.

Fig. 11 visualises the results of post-hoc tests by the Nemenyi test after the Friedman test (the p-value was 0.0005) in AUC [60]. NB and LMT show better average ranks than SVM and J48 in terms of AUC. However, for RF, BN, and LR, it is difficult to conclude that their average ranks are different from other classifiers with statistical significance. The average AUCs are 0.702 (BN), 0.697 (J48), 0.730 (LMT), 0.723 (LR), 0.726 (NB), 0.704 (RF), and 0.656 (SVM). Most AUCs are around 0.700 except SVM.

Fig. 12 shows the results of post-hoc tests by the Nemenyi test after the Friedman test (the p-value was 0.018) in f-measure [60]. The average f-measures are 0.636 (BN), 0.635 (J48), 0.634 (LMT), 0.636 (LR), 0.635 (NB), 0.636 (RF), and 0.534 (SVM). Most f-measures are around 0.635 except SVM.

Ghotra et al. compared various classifiers for defect prediction [56]. SVM was one of the lowest ranked classifiers in their empirical study. In this sense, the low ranks of CLAMI models built by SVM confirm their study [56].

B. Performance on Various Cutoffs

To decide the higher metric values, we apply various cutoff values: n-th percentiles where n is 10, 20, ..., 80, and 90 as well as the first and third quartiles (25th and 75th percentile). In total, we use 11 percentiles, P10 (for the 10th percentile), P20, P25 (the first quartile), P30, P40, P50 (median), P60, P70, P75 (the third quartile), P80, and P90.

As shown in Fig. 13 and 14, the median cutoff threshold (P50) shows the best ranks in f-measure and AUC although CLAMI with P50 does not outperform that with most other cutoff thresholds (no statistical significance). CLA shows the similar results on various cutoffs; the P40 (3.000) and P50 (3.571) show the best ranks in f-measure. In this sense, we suggest using a median metric value as the threshold for CLA/CLAMI in the very early stage of the software development phases when there is no information about the best threshold for CLA/CLAMI. However, as EXP results show, human effort is helpful to achieve better prediction performance. In this sense, CLA/CLAMI with additional human effort to decide a proper threshold might lead to better prediction performance as well. Then, the cutoff thresholds for CLA/CLAMI can be properly set by software engineers by using related projects that have similar distributions. Thus, we have a plan to extend CLA/CLAMI models with human effort as future work.

C. Metric Distribution Analysis of Datasets

We investigate whether each metric is correlated with defect-proneness by observing the distributions of metric values of buggy and clean instances. In Fig. 15, the box plots compare the distributions of the metric values of the Safe dataset. Since the Safe dataset has 26 metrics, there are 26 pairs of plots in Fig. 15. A pair of plots shows two distributions of buggy or clean instances for one metric respectively. The distributions of metric values of buggy instances are plotted in gray while those of clean instances are plotted in white. The solid horizontal line in a box represents the median value in each distribution. The top and bottom of boxes represent the third and first quartiles respectively. Individual points in Fig. 15 are outliers. We normalized all metric values to compare the distributions of metrics in the same scale (Normalized Metric Values in Fig. 15).

The distributions of individual metrics in Fig. 15 show different tendencies of defect-proneness. For example, the metric M18 shows a high degree of discrimination between buggy and clean instances. If we classify instances as buggy
when the normalized metric value of M18 is greater than 0.12, about 75% of buggy and clean instances can be classified correctly. The higher metric value of M18 implies more defect-proneness. However, metrics such as M06 have less discriminative power between buggy and clean instances as shown in Fig. 15. Thus, M06 may be a less effective predictor for the Safe dataset when building a prediction model. The defect-proneness tendency of the metric, M22, is reversed; its higher metric values show less defect-proneness. In CLAMI, metrics such as M22 are automatically ignored since a majority of values in M22 are considered as violations by CLAMI.

The supervised models (WPDP) for the Safe dataset are built using all 26 metrics so that some metrics that do not have discriminative power in terms of defect-proneness can degrade the prediction performance of the models. The metrics, M06, M08, and M22, have relatively low discriminative power as there is little difference in the defect-proneness tendencies.

The CLAMI models are built using around six metrics on average of the Safe dataset since CLAMI applies metric selection to generate a training dataset. The most frequently selected six metrics from the Safe dataset are M13, M15, M16, M18, M23, and M25.

In Fig. 15, these six metrics show a clear tendency of defect-proneness in Safe. In other words, the CLAMI models can be constructed with metrics that have more discriminative power than using all 26 metrics that also include several metrics with relatively low defect-proneness tendencies. This can be a major reason CLAMI models could outperform supervised learning models in many project datasets as shown in Table II. There are previous studies where defect prediction performance can be improved further by using a small subset of selected metrics [33], [40], [62]. Our study also confirms these studies on the impact of metric selection.

We observe similar trends with other datasets except for Lucene after investigating the distributions of the metrics of each dataset. In the case of Lucene, the selected metrics by CLAMI do not follow the defect-proneness tendency of the typical defect prediction metrics. For this reason, CLAMI does not outperform the supervised learning models in f-measure and AUC as shown in Table II.

D. Threats to Validity

We carefully chose publicly available defect datasets such as NetGene and ReLink dataset groups that were generated using manually verified issue reports and links between issue reports and code changes respectively. However, NetGene datasets may have the quality issue of links between the manually verified issue reports and code changes since linking issue reports and code changes was still conducted automatically [44], [63]. In the case of ReLink, the issue reports were not manually verified although linking the issue reports to code changes was conducted manually [48]. Validating CLA/CLAMI with more reliable datasets generated with manual effort may be needed. However, to the best of our knowledge, these two defect dataset groups were generated with manual verification compared to other available datasets.

The CLA/CLAMI approaches are evaluated on defect datasets from seven open-source projects. Thus, the generalization of our results may be an external threat. However, we observe the potential of CLA/CLAMI as they can work well on datasets that follow the design rationale of defect prediction metrics. However, CLA/CLAMI may not work on the datasets that do not follow the defect-proneness tendency of typical defect prediction metrics. Since this can be a limitation of CLA/CLAMI, we have a plan to conduct additional experiments on various defect datasets as future work.

We implement THD and EXP approaches as real experts know the correct knowledge about threshold values and cluster labels. However, our implementation may not be the same as the real experts work so there could be a bias to compare CLA and CLAMI to THD and EXP.

VII. CONCLUSION

Enabling defect prediction for new projects or projects with limited historical information has long been a challenging issue. To address this limitation, we proposed CLA/CLAMI, which can build a prediction model on unlabeled datasets in an automated manner. In our empirical study on seven open-source projects, CLA/CLAMI models led to better or comparable results to typical defect prediction models and other baseline approaches in most projects in terms of recall, f-measure, and/or AUC. In addition, we observed CLAMI models work well on project datasets just using a small subset of selected metrics that follow the typical defect-proneness tendencies of the datasets. This result implies that in practice CLA and CLAMI have the potential for defect prediction on unlabeled datasets without need for manual effort. To evaluate the applicability of our approach in industry, we plan to apply CLA and CLAMI to proprietary software projects.